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ABSTRACT
Fashion style analysis is of the utmost importance for fashion pro-
fessionals. However, it has an issue of having different style classi-
fication criteria that rely heavily on professionals’ subjective expe-
riences with no quantitative criteria. We present FANCY (Fashion
Attributes detectioN for Clustering stYle), a human-centered, deep
learning-based framework to support fashion professionals’ an-
alytic tasks using a computational method integrated with their
insights. We work closely with fashion professionals in the whole
study process to reflect their domain knowledge and experience
as much as possible. We redefine fashion attributes, demonstrate a
strong association with fashion attributes and styles, and develop
a deep learning model that detects attributes in a given fashion
image and reflects fashion professionals’ insight. Based on attribute-
annotated 302,772 runway fashion images, we developed 25 new
fashion styles (FANCY dataset 1). We summarize quantitative stan-
dards of the fashion style groups and present fashion trends based
on time, location, and brand.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The fashion industry is an important part of the economy. Accord-
ing to a fashion business research company 2, the global market
for apparel is estimated at $3 trillion USD and 2% of the world’s
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Figure 1: The hierarchical relationship between styles and
attributes

GDP. Due to the development and proliferation of the Internet and
mobile technologies, fashion-related images are increasingly being
shared online, and the use and dependence of online shopping is
increasing [13, 14]. Online information (e.g., image, text) to describe
fashion products plays an important role in the analysis of fast-
changing fashions for fashion professionals as well as in consumer
purchasing decisions. Recently, with machine and deep learning
techniques, fashion image data are now utilized for modeling, which
enables a quantitative and objective analysis of fashion style trend.
Studies have investigated the detection of clothing categories and
attributes [6, 29, 40], fashion style classification [23, 36, 39], fashion
trend analysis [5, 35], fashion recommendation [12, 37, 43].

Although fashion research with computing techniques gives
such ample opportunities in many research domains, our interviews
with fashion professionals and related literature review indicate
that existing research has not sufficiently reflected fashion profes-
sionals’ perspectives especially in data preparation. Fashion has two
salient factors: attributes and styles. A visual attribute is naturally
amenable to fashion tasks, since garments are often described by
their materials, fit, and patterns (e.g., denim, polka-dotted, tight). A
style is a higher-level concept of how clothing comes together (Fig-
ure 1). It refers to the overall characteristics coming out of the entire
ensemble of clothes, which is a combination of attributes [1, 20].
Yet, according to the fashion professionals, prior research has the
following issues: (1) Attributes defined by non-professionals (re-
searchers) [2, 4] have an issue of fashion representativeness. (2)
The number of attributes is not enough for representing fashion
style [4, 34]. (3) Attributes and styles are considered as horizontal
relationships [2, 29]. However, style is defined by a mix of attributes,
meaning that the two concepts have a hierarchical relationship.
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Figure 2: Study procedure, which consists of three phases: attribute dataset preparation, style clustering, and style trend anal-
ysis.

Data reliability and representation is of the utmost importance
in big data analysis and modeling. Fashion style data should re-
flect the criteria applied in the fashion industry. Satisfying these
conditions provides greater meaning for the results of analysis
and improves utilization in the fashion industry. Thus, we aim to
make use of the technology more relevant by basing our models
on interactions with fashion professionals in order to (1) examine
limitations on the fashion datasets used in prior studies, (2) iden-
tify core attributes that define fashion styles, and (3) investigate
how to utilize computational model results. Achieving these goals
is important because it not only allows to develop computational
models that reflect fashion professionals’ needs and are applicable
to support fashion professionals’ tasks but also offers stakeholders
(e.g., researchers, practitioners) insights on model application and
allows them to elicit ideas (e.g., feature identification, engineering)
for model improvement and wider application in the context of
fashion industry.

In this paper, we introduce FANCY (Fashion Attribute detection
for Clustering stYle), a human-centered, deep learning-based frame-
work that has the following components (Figure 2).

• Attribute definition (Sec. 3): Through interviews with fashion
professionals, we gained an understanding of current pro-
cesses in fashion trend analysis, identify challenges and find
methods for efficient and reliable decision-making. Through
analyzing the process to make a fashion design (style), we
defined fashion attributes as the factor to quantify fashion
styles. We summarized six fashion design steps and defined
the attributes used in each step (Figure 3).

• Attribute verification (Sec. 4): We proved the meaningful
relationship between our attributes and styles, comparing
the performance of models to classify fashion style. Our
model (attribute-merged) yields higher performance than
the existing state-of-the-art models of style classification
(Table 2), proving the effectiveness of attributes in charac-
terizing styles.

• Attribute-labeled dataset (Sec. 5) : We developed an object
detection model that identifies fashion attributes from a
given image (45.0% F1 score) for labeling attributes on large-
scale fashion data. We applied the model and prepared a

dataset from 10 years of 302,772 runway fashion images
(2010 SS-2019 FW) with attribute annotations.

• Style clustering (Sec. 6): Based on the detected fashion at-
tributes, we sorted 302,772 runway images into 25 style
groups (Figure 6), using non-negative matrix factorization
(NMF). The name of each style was decided upon by the
fashion professionals, making the results of the analysis in-
terpretable. We built the FANCY dataset.

• Style trend analysis (Sec. 7): Using the frequency of a particu-
lar style in a certain year, we quantified style popularity. We
analyzed style trends by year (Figures 7, 8), region (Figure 9),
and brand (Figure 10).

Our research contributes to an application of fashion profes-
sionals’ knowledge and insights to prepare a dataset that reflects
fashion characteristics, and provides a demonstration of improved
deep learning models for classifying attributes. An externalization
of FANCY into a more detailed and reliable fashion trend analysis
benefits fashion professionals.

2 RELATEDWORK
2.1 Attribute and style in fashion
Attributes (e.g., dress, sleeve, stripe, red color) are used to classify
types of clothing [2, 16, 29], describe clothing [4, 6], and retrieve
products [18, 26, 32]. Relative attributes (i.e., the strength of an
attribute in an image with respect to other images) [30] in fashion
are used for classifying styles [24, 45], which are important to grasp
a fashion trend. Different from attributes, style is a higher-level con-
cept that can further represent a fashion trend. Bather [1] defined
two concepts, attributes and styles, and established a hierarchical
relationship between the two, which provides a view of fashion
structurally. However, in prior studies reflecting computational ap-
proaches, such as computer vision, the concepts of style and attribute
were not considered at the same time. In this paper, we defined essen-
tial attributes through interviews with fashion professionals and
proved meaningful relationships between attributes and styles by
developing deep learning models.
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2.2 Detecting fashion attributes
Many studies on attribute detection have applied a Convolutional
Neural Network (CNN)-based approach. Liu et al. [29] developed a
CNN architecture based on VGG-16 to classify fashion categories
and attributes. Tangseng et al. [40] tackled segmentation tasks
with a fully-convolutional neural network (FCN) approach. Several
studies employed Region-based Convolutional Neural Networks
(R-CNN) models to detect a body or generate clothing propos-
als [6, 11, 18]. Unlike prior work, we adopted state-of-the-art object
detection models such as Faster R-CNN [32] and RetinaNet [26],
which are representative of a one-stage model and two-stage model,
respectively.We demonstrated that these twomodels yield outstand-
ing performance in object detection work.

2.3 Classifying fashion styles
Compared to attribute-based studies, relatively fewer studies have
focused on fashion style classification. Early studies used supervised
learning such as SVM [23], ResNet [39] for style classification (e.g.,
feminine, preppy, rock). For labeling garments for each style, re-
searchers have collaborated with fashion professionals [39] and
customers [36]. Veit et al. [41] employed weak supervised learning
which uses a limited amount of labeled data to classify fashion styles.
Unlike such prior studies,we pursued an unsupervised approach (e.g.,
NMF) for discovering fashion styles with attributes. This has the
following advantages: (1) provides large-scale trend analysis, (2)
allow for a broader style criteria covering all clothes, and (3) enables
style classification for brand-new clothes in a fashion show.

2.4 Fashion attribute and style dataset
Table 1 summarizes fashion attribute and style datasets used in
prior studies. To find the attributes of clothing, fashion-related im-
age datasets were constructed in many studies [6, 29]. Attributes
were extracted from images in each dataset in a similar way. First,
attribute annotation was done through crowdsourcing and finalized
by the researcher. The HipsterWars [41] and the FashionStyle14
dataset [39] were organized for the purpose of identifying cloth-
ing styles. The determination of style types in the HipsterWars
dataset [41] was done by a researcher, and style labeling was done
by people. The FashionStyle14 [39] dataset was handled by fashion
professionals with respect to style selection and labeling. The Fash-
ion144K [35] dataset summarizes attributes and styles to measure
the fashionability of clothing. Unlike previous studies, we annotated
attributes based on professional knowledge, and labeled a style based
on the combination of attributes. We then constructed a dataset in
which both attributes and styles exist in a hierarchical relationship.

3 ATTRIBUTE DEFINITION
3.1 Interviews with fashion professionals
We interviewed ten current fashion professionals (five fashion de-
signers, two fashion magazine editors, three fashion business man-
agers) to understand the work process of fashion analysis in a
lab seminar room (September 16-30, 2019). Considering previous
studies [3, 39, 46] (8-15 professionals), the number of professionals
involved in our research is appropriate. The primary purpose of the
interviews was to find availability of machine learning technology
in professionals’ current main work such as style trend analysis. In

Table 1: Overview of fashion-oriented datasets.

Dataset Number of
Attributes

Number of
Styles

Professional
Participation

Number of
Images

ACWS [2] 15 No No 145,718
DCSA [4] 26 No No 1,856

Fashionpedia [21] 46 No No 50,000
FashionGen [34] 48 No No 293,000

DDAN [6] 67 No No 341,021
DeepFashion [29] 1,000 No No 800,000
HipsterWars [41] No 5 No 1,893

FashionStyle14 [39] No 14 Yes 13,126
Fashion 144K [35] No No No 144,169

Our dataset (FANCY) 146 25 Yes 302,772

the interview, we discussed challenges of the style trend work, the
limitation of previous fashion-oriented datasets and how to improve
methods to address identified challenges. In general, a fashion style
is defined as follows. A style is defined by fashion professionals,
and the public (or normal users) evaluates or adopts it [10]. Thus,
working with professionals for constructing the FANCY framework
is appropriate, given the nature of the fashion industry.

3.2 Results of interviews
3.2.1 Inconveniences in work processes with subjective criteria. We
found that in the fashion industry professionals tend to rely on
their field experience when classifying styles. While professionals
had agreed-upon standards to some extent, there were no clear
quantitative criteria for classifying fashion styles. While profession-
als show similar responses to fashion images (e.g., style name, style
classification criteria), they often respond very differently due to
the subjective nature of one’s fashion insights.

3.2.2 Limitation of previous fashion datasets. We identified the
following limitations of the previous fashion-oriented datasets: (1)
the relationship between attributes and styles; in previous work,
attributes and styles are considered as horizontal relationships [29,
41]. However, the professionals mentioned that attributes subor-
dinate to styles, meaning the two concepts have a hierarchical
relationship. (2) the number of attributes; professionals responded
that the number of attributes is too small to represent fashion
styles [2, 4, 34]. They mentioned at least 100 attributes are needed
for usage in a fashion design process 3. (3) data validation; attributes
need to be accepted by professionals. For example, Liu et al. [29]
crawled the brand name of online shops and defined 1,000 attributes.
Although the number of attributes is large, there are 402 semanti-
cally similar attributes (e.g., “abstract geo” vs. “abstract geo print”),
which results in ambiguity in the data [22]. The professionals men-
tioned that such ambiguities are caused by the absence of expertise.

3.2.3 Defining attributes in the fashion design process. We dis-
cussed with fashion professionals to define quantitative criteria
for style trend analysis. We focused the core fashion factor, fashion
attributes, which could be defined quantitatively. Furthermore, the
professionals responded that fashion attributes should be used as
quantitative criteria for clustering fashion style, considering fash-
ion design process where designers try to make combination of
fashion attributes to create new fashion style. We investigated the

3Professionals mentioned that defining the exact number of attributes does not mean
much because core attributes vary by fashion domains
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Figure 3: Number of attributes based on design steps. The ap-
pendix (Sec.A) shows 146 whole fashion attributes in detail.

process of designing clothes and derived a six-step process. The
process consisted mainly of selecting the attributes required for the
style from the attributes corresponding to each step.

We asked about the attributes that the fashion professionals
use in practice in each of the six steps and then extracted 160
initial attributes. To avoid inaccurate annotations, we excluded 14
material-related attributes (e.g., wool, cotton, silk) that are even
difficult for professionals to perfectly classify. Figure 3 illustrates
the final 146 attributes extracted from six design steps.

4 ATTRIBUTE VERIFICATION
We defined a total of 146 fashion attributes that reflect fashion
professional views, but have not been verified whether these at-
tributes are useful in classifying styles. As the base data, we used
the FashionStyle14 [39] dataset because it was labeled by fashion
professionals. We additionally manually labeled our defined 146
fashion attributes to the FashionStyle14 dataset and tested whether
the classification model with the attribute-added FashionStyle14
dataset performs better than the existing model with ResNet-50
presented in [39].

The verification was carried out by comparing the performance
of the attribute-based logistic regression model with that of other
CNN-based models, such as VGG-16, VGG-19, Xception, and Incep-
tion v3 except for ResNet-50.

4.1 Dataset for attribute verification
The FashionStyle14 dataset consists of 14 fashion style groups:
conservative, dressy, ethnic, fairy, feminine, gal, girlish, kireime-
casual, lolita, mode, natural, retro, rock, and street. These classes
were chosen by fashion professionals who labeled the classes for
each fashion image [39]. We finally used all 14 fashion styles and
12,190 images in the dataset, with the exception of 936 images with
a 0 byte size.

4.2 Data annotation
4.2.1 Attribute extraction (excluding dominant colors). Since label-
ing methods corresponding to the dominant color attributes and
the remaining attributes are different, we first labeled 132 attributes
manually, except dominant color attributes, in the FashionStyle14
dataset. We labeled attributes in each image by marking bounding
boxes in the attribute area. Because this required the considera-
tion of the existence of all 132 attributes in a single image, the
task was highly labor-intensive and required professional knowl-
edge of fashion for accurate labeling. Thus, we worked with three
fashion design students for a month (October 1-31, 2019). Finally,
one professional with four years of experience in the fashion field
double-checked the annotations to complete the data preparation
for the analysis.
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4.2.2 Dominant color attribute extraction. We identified the im-
portance of dominant color in style classification through the in-
terviews with the professionals. Accordingly, the extraction and
labeling of the dominant color was carried out for the images in
the same FashionStyle14 dataset. Since the information we need is
color information for the corresponding pixel value of the garment,
we excluded unnecessary color information such as background
and human skin through the following two steps (note that these
colors are different from the dominant colors). First, to address the
background, we built a semantic segmentation model using Mask
R-CNN [17] which is pre-trained with COCO dataset [27]. Second,
we used a color extraction algorithm 4 to extract the dominant color
of the garment in the image. After completing the dominant color
labeling work for all images, three professionals who participated
in the interview evaluated the appropriateness of the results.

4.3 Experiments
4.3.1 Attributes verification. We first tested whether 146 attributes
are reliable in detecting/identifying styles. We only used the fashion
attributes as features to train a logistic regression model using
scikit-learn [31] and conducted performance comparisons with
CNN-based models tested by [39]. The attributes were applied to
datasets using one-hot encoding. To evaluate the performance of
the style classification algorithms, we used accuracy as a metric,
since there is no class imbalance issue with the FashionStyle14
dataset and it is necessary for direct comparison with prior studies
as they used accuracy [39]. We used 60% of the dataset for training,
5% for validation, 35% for testing as done in [39]. In Table 2, the
performance of the attribute-based logistic regression model is 64%,
slightly lower than that of ResNet-50, but higher than that of VGG-
19, Xception, Inception v3, and VGG-16. This result highlights the
importance of our proposed fashion attributes for improving the
performance of 14 fashion style classification.
4.3.2 Modeling with feature combination. There is a difference
in the learning process between ResNet-50 and attribute-based
logistic regression. ResNet-50 did not learn professionals’ views
regarding the presence or absence of fashion attributes. Meanwhile,
the attribute-based logistic regression model did not learn textures
in an image. Therefore, in this paper, we propose a model that com-
bines the features extracted by ResNet-50 and the fashion attributes
as illustrated in Figure 4.

First, we used ResNet-50 that provides the highest performance
as a feature extractor. After fine-tuning ResNet-50 pre-trained on
4https://github.com/algolia/color-extractor
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Table 2: The performance comparison for style classification. Each type of models with Our model (Merged) and Our model
(Attribute) indicate attribute and image feature-based logistic regression model and attribute-based logistic regression model
respectively.

Model conserv. dressy ethnic fairy feminine gal girlish kireime-casual lolita mode natural retro rock street mean

Our model (Merged) 0.71 0.93 0.74 0.91 0.70 0.79 0.73 0.64 0.94 0.75 0.79 0.69 0.76 0.79 0.78
ResNet-50 0.66 0.91 0.74 0.88 0.64 0.74 0.47 0.66 0.92 0.72 0.70 0.62 0.68 0.69 0.72

Our model (Attribute) 0.65 0.89 0.61 0.67 0.61 0.70 0.48 0.60 0.91 0.53 0.60 0.54 0.55 0.60 0.64
VGG19 0.54 0.79 0.57 0.81 0.43 0.50 0.26 0.54 0.80 0.62 0.56 0.42 0.53 0.60 0.58

Xception 0.44 0.79 0.63 0.84 0.45 0.50 0.33 0.54 0.80 0.61 0.56 0.44 0.52 0.53 0.58
Inception v3 0.37 0.73 0.54 0.78 0.41 0.39 0.27 0.45 0.78 0.55 0.44 0.35 0.47 0.46 0.51

VGG16 0.31 0.78 0.49 0.78 0.42 0.45 0.22 0.43 0.81 0.58 0.57 0.23 0.43 0.43 0.51

ImageNet [9] using the same dataset and hyperparameters of pre-
vious research [39], we extracted features for all images of the
dataset from the average pooling layer. Next, we combined the im-
age features extracted from the fined-tuned ResNet-50 with our 146
fashion attributes to form final features. The shape of the features is
(2048 + 146)×1. The final dataset for our method consisted of 12,190
images and 2,195 features, with a training set (65%), validation set
(5%) and test set (30%).

The accuracy of our model, which merged ResNet-50 and at-
tributes, was 6% higher than that of ResNet-50 alone, which was
used in the prior work [39] as shown in Table 2. This demonstrated
that adding the features of the fashion attributes to those of ResNet-
50 improves model performance.

4.3.3 Significance of fashion attributes. We further investigated
the significance of the attributes through visualization. There were
1,126 false-positive images from the ResNet-50, and 463 of them
were true-positive images from our model. The 463 images were uti-
lized to indirectly identify the effects of the attributes in improving
the performance of style classification.

We applied a novel explanation technology LIME that explains
the predictions of any classifier [33] to the classification process of
ResNet-50 for those 463 images. Figure 5 illustrates some examples.
We can see that the superpixel areas (the bright areas inside the
yellow border), which ResNet-50 considered to correctly classify
the image, and the areas of attributes of the image marked with the
red bounding boxes. We categorized the style prediction results of
ResNet-50 into two cases as follows.

• Case 1 (Figure 4-a, b): The bright areas inside the yellow
border are considered key features and utilized to classify
the style correctly by ResNet-50. Most attributes of the style
are contained within the considered key feature area. But
since the area has textures which are confusing even to
professionals to classify correctly, it is still challenging for
ResNet-50 which uses a key feature as texture of image.

• Case 2 (Figure 4-c, d): A few attributes of the style are con-
tained within the considered key feature area. The attributes
outside the key feature area are not well-considered by
ResNet-50, even though they are components that make
up the style. The attributes included in the areas considered
as a key feature are utilized to correctly classify styles, but
may also be included in other styles. Due to these character-
istics of style images, the ResNet-50 has difficulty classifying
correctly.

(c)
- R: feminine 
- M: conservat. 
- G: conservat.

(d)
- R: retro 
- M: dressy 
- G: dressy

(a)
- R: natural 
- M: ethnic 
- G: ethnic

(b)
- R: dressy 
- M: fairy 
- G: fairy

Figure 5: Comparisons between regions explaining predic-
tions of a fine-tuned ResNet-50 presented as the bright ar-
eas inside the yellow border and attribute regions presented
as red bounding boxes in an image. R, M, and G indicate
ResNet-50, Merged (our model), and Ground-truth, respec-
tively. These images show the cases that are hard to be iden-
tified by ResNet-50 only, but can be addressed by using at-
tributes as additional features in modeling.

CNN-based ResNet-50 has these weaknesses because it relies on
image textures, as in the two cases above. The result has shown
possibility that attributes could create synergy with features of a
CNN-based model that performs very well in style classification.
These results show the adequacy of using the 146 attributes in style
classification by presenting the missing parts by CNN (the yellow
area) but covered by attributes (the red boxes). In this way, we
demonstrated the appropriation of the use of 146 attributes, which
also reflects fashion professionals’ insights and suggestions.

5 ATTRIBUTE-LABELED DATASET
By quantitatively demonstrating the significant relationship be-
tween attributes and styles, we justify attributes as a feature for
the new style grouping. Our next step is to label attributes to a
large-scale runway data that we collected for fashion trend analysis.
This work will be done most accurately by professionals, however
is realistically challenging given that the number of runway images
is about 300,000. Hence, we employed object detection algorithms
and built an attribute detection model (ADM) that yields high per-
formance for labeling over a large-scale dataset.

5.1 ADM Dataset
The dataset (25,470 images) used in ADM (attribute detectionmodel)
includes the images used in Sec.4.1 (12,190 images) and the ones
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crawled from Google Images (13,280 images). We used Google Im-
ages for additional data collection, because the number of images
per an attribute was not evenly distributed. We crawled for images
on Google Image using each of the 100 attributes which are rela-
tively deficient (e.g., “V neck”, “Top T-shirt Boxy”). After collection,
we manually selected the images that placed clothes in the middle.
As a result, we added 13,280 images, amassing a total of 25,470
images for the analysis (ADM dataset5).

The images used in Sec.4.1 (12,190 images) already had attribute
labels, however Google Image crawling dataset needs attribute
labeling. Thus we collaborated again with the same three fashion
design students who had annotated attributes on the verification
dataset (Sec.4.1). Using the BBox-Label-Tool, 132 attributes were
multi-labeled for each image. This work was done over one month,
and again one fashion professional double-checked the annotations.

5.2 Modeling
Labeling fashion attributes for 300K runway data requires a proper
dataset as well as a sophisticated object detection algorithm with
high performance. The fashion attribute dataset has two unique
characteristics. The first is that many attributes are of a small size
(e.g., beads, pockets). The second is that the positions of the at-
tributes often overlap because the they are located in a limited
space (e.g., on clothing).

Huang et al.[19] confirmed that when small objects are in con-
fined spaces, there are differences in performance for various object
detection algorithms. Typical object detection algorithm models
such as SSD [28], R-FCN [8] and Faster R-CNN [32] were compared,
among which Faster R-CNN performed best. The Facebook AI re-
search team recently announced RetinaNet [26], which exceeded
the performance of Faster R-CNN. In addition to small objects, over-
all performance was better [26]. Considering the corresponding
performance of the algorithms, we decided to use Faster R-CNN
and RetinaNet to find algorithms that fit AMD dataset.

5.3 Results
The indicator used to evaluate the performance of object detection
models is mAP (meanAverage Precision) [8, 19, 26, 28, 32]. However,
we used F1-score, which is used as an evaluation indicator for multi-
label classifications, because we require the presence or absence of
a specific attribute in the fashion image, not location information.

ResNet50 and 101 were used as a backbone [26, 32] and com-
pared in terms of performance for four cases. The RetinaNet model,
using ResNet101 as a backbone, showed the best performance of
45.0% F1-score (Table 3). By comparing the performance of prior
attribute classification models with that of our model, we verified
the appropriateness of the attributes identified in our study that
better reflect fashion professionals’ needs and their tasks. We used
these attributes to define styles through clustering, which will be
explained in the next section. We summarized the problems of other
studies as follow (Table 4).

• [P1] Small number of classes: Some studies defined the
small number of fashion attributes as their classes [2, 4, 6].
However, it is difficult to represent fashion styles with the
low number of fashion attributes.

5The ADM dataset is available at: https://github.com/youngseungjeon/FANCY

Table 3: Performance of four different attribute detection
models using our attribute dataset. The RetinaNet with
ResNet-101model yielded the greatest performance, and we
used this model for labeling attributes for 300K fashion im-
age dataset.

Model Backbone Precision Recall F-1 score

Faster RCNN ResNet-50 0.228 0.309 0.242
Faster RCNN ResNet-101 0.324 0.461 0.365

RetinaNet ResNet-50 0.459 0.426 0.426
RetinaNet ResNet-101 0.470 0.468 0.450

Table 4: Model performance overview in prior research.
Problem 1 (P1), P2, and P3 indicate small number of classes,
no performance result, and evaluation metric issue, respec-
tively.

Paper The number of
attributes

Performance
(average)

Metric to
evaluate

Type of
problem

ACWS[2] 15 41.36% Accuracy P1, P3
DSCA[4] 26 N/A Accuracy P1, P2, P3
DDAN[6] 67 N/A Accuracy P1, P2, P3
DARN[18] 179 42.35% (top 3) Accuracy P2, P3

AttentiveNet[42] 1,000 51.53% (top 3) Accuracy P2, P3
Corbiere[7] 1,000 23.10% (top 3) Accuracy P2, P3

Deepfashion[29] 1,000 45.52% (top 3) Accuracy P2, P3
Our model 132 45.00% (top 1) F1 score

• [P2] Evaluation criteria issue: Model performance of at-
tribute classification or not measured at all [4, 6]. Some
research considered top-k attributes as evaluation criteria.
However, wrong attributes can be included in k, which could
also undermine the performance of clustering and its appli-
cability to fashion analysis tasks.

• [P3] Evaluation metrics issue: F1-scores for both recall
and precision were not used [18, 29]. Other studies used
accuracy which may be deleterious when the number of
samples varies by classes [2, 4, 6].

5.4 Large-scale attribute dataset
We crawled fashion images to build a large-scale attribute dataset.
A total of 302,772 images from 8,121 fashion shows were collected
from Vogue US 6 between 2010 and 2019. The fashion images covers
987 brand names ranging frommega couture (e.g., Gucci, Chanel) to
high street brands (e.g., JCrew, Topshop) [16]. We labeled attributes
in each image by using machine learning models. The dominant
color model (Sec.4.2.2) was used to label dominant color attributes
(14) and ADM (Sec.5.2) was used to label all other attributes (132).
We had 302,772 images with 146 attributes.

6 STYLE CLUSTERING
6.1 Non-negative factorization (NMF)
We pose our style discovery problem in a non-negative factorization
(NMF) [44]. It has benefits because each axis in the space derived
by the NMF has a straightforward correspondence with each docu-
ment cluster, and document clustering results can be directly de-
rived without additional clustering operations. Regarding NMF, we
6https://bit.ly/2lV6NzQ
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Figure 6: Representative images and attributes of the 25 style groups.

are aware that many deep learning algorithms for clustering have
been introduced. However, such algorithms have disadvantages
because they do not indicate how much an attribute impacts on
the development of its assigned style group. Identifying attributes
within a particular style is important for style configuration and
analysis; Hence, we employed NMF for FANCY.

In NMF, the entire data V is divided into matrix parameters and
expressed in times of matrix W (Weight Matrix), and matrix H
(Feature Matrix) [25]. Data V , which consists of attribute i which is
the number of attributes (146) and u which is the number of images
(302,722) (Equation 1).

V ≈ WH where V ∈ Ri×u ,W ∈ Ri×a ,H ∈ Ra×u (1)
Data V is decomposed r (the number of styles) times via matrix

decomposition into W consisting of attributes i and style a, and
feature matrix consisting of a and image u (Equation 2).

Viu ≈ (WHiu ) =

r∑
a=1

WiaHau (2)

In the feature, for H , the style group is labeled according to the
attributes of a particular image, and the specific attributes and their
importance that make up that style can be seen inW .

In summary, the style is clustered according to the attributes of
each image, and it is possible to see which attributes contributed
to the creation of a particular style cluster and the extent to which
particular attributes are important in clustering for a particular
style through NMF. We are able to intuitively explain the fashion
style we grouped and efficiently classify large volumes of data.

6.2 Clustering fashion styles
By conducting a third round of interviews with fashion profession-
als, we identified the appropriate number of the groups (clusters)
and verified that each style group well represents a fashion style.
Eight out of ten answered between 25 and 30 style groups would

be the most appropriate, which is significantly different from the
14 style groups defined in FashionStyle14 [39]. The professionals
named each style group based on what they commonly use in
the fashion domain, which helps make the clustering results more
reasonable and understandable.

Fashion professionals said that mixed style names (e.g., “Comfort
Feminine,” “Rocky Street”) are used more than single style names
(e.g. “Feminine,” “Rock”) that were defined and used in the Fash-
ionStyle14 dataset [39]. This is because designers participating in a
runway presents their new styles by combining various attributes
from different styles [15]. As a result, clothes on the runway are
often very vague when attempting to define them with a single
style name. We finally extracted 25 style groups using NMF results
(Figure 6). Thus, we we believe our 25 styles reflect professionals’
need and the variability of fashion style. Finally, we built the large-
scale fashion style dataset (302,772 images with 146 attributes and
25 styles). We named this datset as FANCY dataset.

6.3 Style prediction model
We verify the hierarchical relationship between the attributes and
styles in FANCY dataset by developing style prediction model based
on attributes. We built a logistic regression model (80% training
and 20% test FANCY datasets) with five-fold cross-validation. It
yielded very high performance (91.2% F1 score), which means that
the relationship is well established in our dataset. Furthermore, this
demonstrates the possibility of using a classification model for new
images in the future fashion collections.

7 STYLE TREND ANALYSIS
Fashion trends consider the appearance and construction of par-
ticular fashion styles that relate to a particular season and fashion
trends change very rapidly [20]. For example, a popular style in
a certain period of time may quickly fall in value after just one
season [20]. Due to the rapid variation of fashion styles which is
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Figure 7: Representative fashion images of each trend group.
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Figure 8: Life-cycle of fashion styles.

qualitative factor, trend analysis could be an appropriate case in
our study.

The life cycle of a fashion product has four levels [38]: introduc-
tion, growth, maturity, and decline. According to the professionals,
knowing the life-cycle of a certain style is key to generating profits.
For these reasons, we conducted year-, region-, and brand-based
trend analyses.

7.1 Year-based trend grouping
A fashion style trend can be defined as a change in popularity of
a particular style over time [20]. We identified the frequency of
the style shown in fashion runways over 10 years (2010-2019) and
analyzed style trends.

7.1.1 The popularity of a style. The fashion trend index determines
how many a style is shown in a given year. As the number of
images shown on runways varies across years, we used the relative
frequency of each style in a given year (yst ). The number of images I
of a particular style s in a given year t divided by the total number of
images Q was used as the fashion style trend indicator (Equation 3).

yst =
Ist
Qt

(3)

7.1.2 Groups in fashion trends. We analyzed a temporal trajectory
of 25 styles. The results were largely organized into four trend
groups. In Figure 8, we visualized a style representing four groups:
(1) Trending, (2) Declining, (3) Comeback, and (4) Steady.

7.1.3 Representative images. We arranged the 25 styles represented
in each trend group and the corresponding representative images
(Figure 7). In the Trending group, the strong features were in Autum-
nal Minimal, which unraveled a neutral color with minimal design,
and the Bohemian Elegance style, which seeks a sense of etching in
elegance. In comparison, the styles Neon Street and Minimal Short,
centered on dark and vivid colors, had passed their peak and were
becoming increasingly unpopular (Declining). Warm Minimal and
Pink Feminine styles stopped their decline and began a comeback
in the trending (Comeback). Chic Avant-garde and Rocky Street
style were constantly on the runway, and less influenced by fads
because they are reflective of niche groups (Steady).
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Figure 9: Trend flow changes by city (x-axis: year, y-axis:
group ratio).

7.2 Trend analysis by region
New York, Paris, Milan and London are the main runways in the
world. Vogue US has compiled runway region information for each
brand. The number of images of the New York Fashion show ac-
counts for 44.4% of the total (30% for the Paris collection, about 30%
of the rest for Milan and London). With the dataset, we looked at
the 25 fashion styles in each of the four cities based on the same
method used in the previous section (Equation 3) where the Q is
relative to the city in the city-based analysis.

• New York and Paris: Figure 9 illustrates a similar graph
with no significant difference between New York, Paris and
the entire cities. This means that New York and Paris not
only share a similar style group distribution, but they best
reflect/influence overall fashion trends around the world.

• London and Milan: Their main projection of styles reflected
several differences, although most were similar to the entire
set of data. In London, for example, the trend of Roman-
tic Feminine (Group 4) in (Figure 9a) the Trending group
was different from other cities. Three other cities showed
rising styles, but London showed a downward curve that
peaked and came down. For Milan, the trend of Neon Street
(Group 6) was different from other cities. Three other cities
presented falling styles, but Milan showed a steep upward
curve (Figure 9b).

7.3 Trend analysis by brand
We analyzed the distribution of style groups for each brand across
a region. Among brands, Chanel and Gucci were chosen for an
analysis of style distribution (Figure 10), because of their popularity.
Gucci has a high frequency in Groups 2 and 3, and was very high in
Group 9. Group 9 is Glamorous Elegance, a style that shows splendid
elegance with brilliant decorations such as beading. Unlike Gucci,
which has colorful styles, in Chanel, a very high ratio was found in
Group 4 (Romantic Feminine styles).

7.4 Evaluation from professionals
We have conducted a posteriori sample-based evaluation of style
clustering and trend analysis results through additional interviews
with five fashion professionals (three fashion designers, one fashion
editor, and one fashion business manager). We randomly selected
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Figure 10: Example of the style group distribution by brand:
Gucci, Chanel.

300 fashion looks and prepared the style clustering results (Figure 6),
the trend analysis results for each look (Figure 9), and the brand
analysis results (Figure 10). Each interview took approximately one
hour and was held in the authors’ laboratory. From the results, we
identified three main points:

• Newdefinition boundary of style: The professionals responded
that they could broaden their limited style boundaries through
the representative looks of style groups defined in quantita-
tive ways. One fashion designer noted, “In the representative
photo of the style, there was a design that I hadn’t usually
thought of, but it was a recommendation in an understandable
range, which expanded the range of the style I was thinking
of”. The other fashion designer noted “The style I chose is a
sexy style. Looking at the attribute information, such as the
representative blazer and boxy sweater, which are far from
the sexy style standard I thought of. It seemed necessary to
distinguish the sexy style boundary that I already knew in
greater detail. I was able to come up with a style group that I
hadn’t thought of”.

• New insights in trend analysis: The professionals mentioned
that a quantitative analysis of the frequency variation of
a particular style provided them with new insights. One
fashion designer noted, “It is difficult to know ‘when’ the style
trend increased and ‘how many’ of those styles have come up.
Arranging the frequency of a particular style in chronological
order will be very useful when fashion professionals decide to
a long-term design strategy”. In addition, one fashion editor
noted, “I can identify different trends in cities, which opened
up the possibility for fashion professionals to understand the
local trend”.

• Reconfirmation of professionals’ knowledge: The profession-
als responded that they were able to reconfirm information
gained previously. The results of the brand analysis did well
in presenting the brands’ design characteristics. One fashion
business manager noted, “Quantitative viewing of the brand’s
style can provide advantages to our work. We can digitally
identify the styles of their brands, and competitive brands,
helping us strategically plan designs”.

8 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
In this work, we (1) identify limitations of prior work especially
in data preparation, (2) redefine 146 attributes strongly associated
with styles, (3) build the deep-learning based attribute detection
model reflecting professionals’ insight, (4) the large-scale fashion

dataset presenting 25 styles and (5) showcase the applications of the
model to fashion trend analysis that can be used by professionals.

Through meetings with fashion professionals, we gained an un-
derstanding of fashion analysis as a whole, the areas that needed
improvement and how to solve problems that many fashion pro-
fessionals are currently experiencing. The professionals shared the
need for a quantitative style indicator and provided us with im-
portant insights on the design process for clothing as well as the
attributes used at each design stage. Unlike prior studies that or-
ganized attributions from the mass data of the online market, a
deeper understanding of the stage in which the style was created and
how professionals approached such trends allowed us to prepare the
dataset that has 146 important attributes and is used to generate 25
fashion styles. The datasets, the method of labeling and modeling,
style generation, and trend analysis used in our study better reflect
the fashion-related work practices and norms than those used in
many prior studies. Furthermore, to the best of our knowledge,
this is the first research study that combines and leverages user-
centered and deep-learning methods in fashion research. Our study
also gives researchers, practitioners, and designers insights on the
application of machine/deep learning techniques to domains that
have high variability and many subjective decision-makings are
conducted (e.g., fashion, interior design, food).

We have sorted out limitations that we plan to address in future
work. First, the attributes of the materials (e.g., cotton, silk) were
not considered in this study. Although the detection of the material
is still a significant challenge, as mentioned earlier, it is expected
that we can define more style groups by developing models with
more diverse attributes. Second, although our detection models
yielded good performance, they can be further improved and more
generalized. Having more data and diverse attributes will help
improve performance for both style and attribute detection. We are
now in the process of obtaining more data through a collaboration
with a fashion company. Third, although our research has been
framed based on close work with ten fashion professionals, their
insights may not represent the perspectives of all professionals
nor all the dynamics of the fashion industry. Thus, the attributes
or styles derived from our study may not be applicable to some
case. Last, the possibility that same looks can belong to multiple
clusters. Based on the definition of clustering, one look can only
belong to one cluster. The 25 style clusters identified in our paper
were based on close collaboration with the 10 fashion professionals.
However, there is flexibility regarding the number of clusters. If the
number of style clusters is changed, it is possible that a particular
look could belong to a totally different style cluster. Because 25
is not an absolute number applying to all fashion domains, there
are possible changes in the relationship between style looks and
clusters based on the number of clusters that can be defined by
different fashion professionals.

Our proposed FANCY framework can go beyond fashion style
modeling and trend analysis to develop a recommendation or decision-
making support system. Such systems would allow professionals to
analyze fashion images by attribute or style, recommend the most
relevant images by various metrics (e.g., attribute, season, brand),
and compare fashion images in different styles. Understanding ef-
fective ways of using inherent attributes of the image (attributes)
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and the derived latent space of those images (styles) is important be-
cause that will support professionals’ decision-making and enhance
user experience in content mining of multimedia Web data. This
will also benefit many researchers in the perspective of proposing
novel computational techniques that leverage characteristics of
Web data.
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Table 5: Overview of attributes that make up fashion styles.

Design Step Attribute

Type of clothes Top_Blause_Boxy Top_Blause_Reg. Top_Cardigan_Boxy Top_Cardigan_Reg. Top_Crop_Boxy Top_Crop_Reg.
Top_Sweater_Boxy Top_Sweater_Reg. Top_Sweatshirts_Boxy Top_Sweatshirts_Reg. Top_T-shirt_Boxy Top_T-shirt_Reg.

Jacket_Biker Jacket_Blazer Jacket_Blouson Pants_Bootscut Pants_Harem Pants_Shorts
Pants_Skinny Pants_Straight Pants_Wide Skirt_A-line_Maxi Skirt_A-line_Midi Skirt_A-line_Mini

Skirt_H-line_Maxi Skirt_H-line_Midi Skirt_H-line_Mini Skirt_HighandLow Skirt_Mermaid_Maxi Skirt_Mermaid_Midi
Skirt_Mermaid_Mini Skirt_Peplum_Maxi Skirt_Peplum_Midi Skirt_Peplum_Mini Dress_A-line_Maxi Dress_A-line_Midi
Dress_A-line_Mini Dress_Basic_Maxi Dress_Basic_Midi Dress_Basic_Mini Dress_HighandLow Dress_Mermaid_Maxi

Dress_Mermaid_Midi Dress_Mermaid_Mini Dress_Peplum_Midi Dress_Peplum_Mini Dress_Peplum_Maxi Dress_Sheath_Maxi
Dress_Sheath_Midi Dress_Sheath_Mini Dress_Shift_Maxi Dress_Shift_Midi Dress_Shift_Mini Outer_BasicCoat

Outer_Cape Outer_Parka Outer_PeaCoat Outer_Puffer Outer_TrenchCoat Jumpsuit
Dominant colors Black Blue Brown Gray Green Maroon

Mustard Orange Pink Purple Red White
Yellow Multi_colors

Garment parts U_neck V_neck Boat_neck Collar Cowl_neck Deep_U_neck
Deep_V_neck Halter Illusion_neckline Keyhole Off_the_shoulder One_shoulder
Squared_neck Turtle_neck Bell_sleeve Cap_sleeve Long_sleeve Puff_sleeve
Short_sleeve Sleeveless Double-breated Draped-open Single-breasted Zip-up

Normal_waist High_waist Low_waist
Textile pattern Argyle Baroque Brushstroke Camouflage Checked Chevron

Dot Floral Geometric Grid Hearts Houndstooth
Leopard Lettering Marble Paisley Stripe Tie_dye
Zebra Multi-Pattern Solid

Decoration Applique Belted Bow Crochet Embellished Fringe
Fur Glitter Hood Lace Lapel Pocket

Rivet Ruffle Tassel
Textile finishing Distressed Frayed Gathering Pleat Quilted Slit

Smocking Tiered Washed
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